
 

 

 

 

 

 

Hareclive E-ACT Academy 

 Phonics Policy 2018 

 

Aims 

 

 To teach pupils aural discrimination, phonemic awareness and rhyme awareness, 

in order to encourage good spelling. 

 To encourage repetition and consolidation, so that spelling becomes automatic. 

 To encourage pupils to segment and blend. 

 To learn to read and write all 44 graphemes in the English language. 

 To teach pupils specific strategies to help them remember tricky words 

 To ensure that the teaching of phonics is lively, interactive and investigative. 

 To encourage pupils to apply their phonic skills in all curriculum areas. 

 

The Curriculum 

 

Phonics is taught using the Song of Sounds programme. Each class will display 

letter/family sound posters to help support the children in their independent learning. 

 

Planning 

Weekly Planning - Following the scheme overview, phonics will be planned focusing 

on a target sound grapheme every week. A phonics overview will be completed and 

saved in the shared area before the beginning of each week (example below). 

Monday – Thursday sessions will focus on target sounds/graphemes and on Friday 

there is an extended Phonics session which will involve a range of activities to 

reinforce and embed phonic skills learnt during the week. Each session is evaluated 

to inform learning for sessions for the rest of the week.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Daily notebooks  

Daily notebooks will contain the range of strategies needed to introduce/reinforce the 

daily sound according to the Song of Sounds teacher handbook. For example 

saying, singing, action it and write it. Sessions should progress so there are 

opportunities to apply the sounds in different contexts linked to the national 

curriculum.  

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assessment 

 Phonics is assessed through six mock phonics screenings termly including one at 

the beginning of Term 1 to set a base line. Based on this assessment, streaming 

groups will be created in KS1. Streamed Phonics groups will be assessed and 

adjusted termly to target gaps in sounds within each stage.  

 

Phonics data will be discussed at pupil progress meetings which will take place 

every term. Actions will be agreed and progress will be monitored throughout the 

term. Phonics analysis will also be used to determine termly pre-teaching groups and 

intervention groups to support groups with the most need.  

 

Planning will be annotated reflecting the needs of the pupils in each streamed group 

so that learning/progress can be accelerated where possible.  This ongoing 

assessment will inform the schools ongoing assessment, STAT Sheffield. The most 

confident Phonics practitioners will work with the neediest streamed groups to 

ensure maximum progress each term.  

 

Reception - To teach Song of Sounds daily 20 minutes from the pupil’s start date. 

To run an on-going, phase appropriate assessment, to inform planning and to 

arrange additional support groups as and when needed, in addition to the daily 

phonic session. Children will record in their phonic books once a week during adult 

focus group, and child initiated phonic activities to be readily available inside and 

outside. Assessment to focus on sounds, tricky words, reading and spelling, to be 

completed at the end of terms 4 and 6, ready for handover to the new teacher. 

Parents meetings to be held at the start of each new phase to introduce phase and 

explain expectations. 



 

 

Year One - To teach Song of Sounds daily for 30 minutes in the 

mornings. To run an on-going, phase appropriate assessment, to 

inform planning and to arrange additional support groups as and 

when needed, in addition to the daily phonic session. Assessment to focus on 

sounds, tricky words, reading and spelling, to be completed at the end of term 4 with 

arrangements made for any additional support that maybe required before the 

Phonic screening. Final assessment to be completed in term 6 ready for handover to 

new teacher. Parents meetings to be held at the start of each new phase to 

introduce phase and explain the expectations. 

 

Year Two - To teach Song of Sounds daily for 30 minutes in the mornings. Children 

who did not pass the phonic screening to have additional phonics and do the phonic 

screening again in June. Assessment focus on reading, writing and spelling to be 

completed at the end of term 6, ready for handover to new teacher. Parents 

meetings to be held at the start of each new phase to introduce phase and explain 

the expectations. 

 

Key Stage Two - Children who did not pass the phonic screening in Year 2 to have 

additional phonics run as an intervention. Assessments should be carried out termly 

to monitor progress and to inform weekly sessions. (Assessments can be found in 

the Song of Sounds resources). Progress and attainment will be discussed in termly 

pupil progress meetings. Stage 3 sounds should be displayed in yearbases to 

support the children in their independent learning. 

 


